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MARKET COMMENTARY 

The markets made their high Monday morning and traded lower all week. This is a difficult week to analyze where the markets want 

to go. Why? Because my strength indicators, which I trust and invest based on, are breaking down hard. Meanwhile, the 

Advance/Decline, net new highs, and other metrics are strong. So strong, they look like no impending danger.  

Last week, we had great price action across the globe. I expected that to continue. When 

the market doesn’t do what we expect, we need to watch for winds of change. This week, 

that is particularly true. The newsletter doesn’t suggest new positions this week. Even 

areas I want to see perform well, I will probably avoid, because the market has some very 

precarious signals underneath. I don’t need to be jumping every week, when the potential 

for a rip lower is increasing. More outside bars and inside bars – mean indecision.  

What I do know, is in the background, a large number of my charts went from positive to 

negative this week while the $SPX only dropped 1.5%. I trust my strength indexes a lot 

because I created them to protect my capital. I want out before or near the top of the 

market. I invest when I have tailwinds and right now, we have swirling winds at best with 

numerous charts extremely stretched.  

A phrase from Dan Fitzpatrick – “Expect the expected.” I expected the markets to continue 

to push higher on Biden’s agenda. If it doesn’t play out, I’ll check my work and be careful. 

That is where I am at this week.  

The newsletter below is focused on showing the significant extremes of the market, 

complete with negative divergence and a sell signal on the Nasdaq 100. It also shows the 

euphoria that hit the Nasdaq Composite to start the year. This isn’t a subtle ‘one-off’ clue. 

This is an absolute bomb, suggesting extreme caution. All of a sudden, from out of nowhere, the Nasdaq volume is crazy, whereas 

the Nasdaq 100 is fine.  

http://www.gregschnell.com/
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Options trading euphoria! Small cap euphoria! Day trading euphoria! SPAC Euphoria! ESG Euphoria! Green Investing Euphoria! 

Alternative Energy Euphoria! Stimulus Euphoria! Fed Pumping Euphoria! ‘There is no alternative’ Euphoria! Tesla Euphoria!  

As newer, younger investors see the riches to be had by investing in one great idea – they believe Tesla’s moon shot will never reset. 

Yet, over 35 car companies are being tracked by me with competitive products and most are just coming to market now in 2021. 

Trading services called Robin Hood and ‘Wealth Simple’ (oh if it was that easy!) are multiplying their user bases. Commercials 

promoting trading suggest the simple advantage of the trading platform will help you win big. Youtube videos with twenty-year old 

brilliant investors touting some stock house news pieces with 10,000 followers of every word. They slip in commercials for a whack 

of affiliate linked products. Of course, you should expect all of these Youtube promoter stocks to continue to double and triple. For 

more of a discussion on the size of the weirdness, you’ll find this Hedge fund newsletter that I got off twitter informative.  

To ballast the playing field, the newsletter includes a 100-year chart of the $SPX. It points out that we have one of the most 

elevated indicator levels for that index and in all but a few cases in the last 100 years, it rolls down from anywhere around here. 

Yet, no one believes it will drop soon.  

The political tension for the US is being watched globally. With the national guard rolling out around the country, it would appear 

the security detail have decided that an extreme show of force is the best deterrent. But it is not just Washington. Political centers 

of government around the nation are being protected. Trump is expected to be in Florida, missing the inauguration. The world is 

watching with amazement as America protects itself from domestic terrorism. Maybe a question is: Will it stop next week? 

I had multiple stocks move up more than 20% in the last week or two. I had some advance just 10%. The horror! These are annual 

increases in the first weeks of the year! On Friday, on the back of a weak Schnell Strength index reading, I locked in gains on those 

names. I sold stuff I didn’t want to sell. Why? The lower the SSIH, SSIF and SSIQ go, the lower my conviction to be holding anything.  

Summary: I don’t need to be a hero here. I need to protect capital if this rolls over from such stretched valuations. If the SSIH drops 

even lower, it would validate my bias. But more importantly, if the SSIH is waffling here, there is no tailwind. That is the 

information we are ultimately seeking. Careful out there! As in the picture, I am not sure if this is the sunset to this bull market, but 

I have got plenty of strange data points to be concerned. Especially when things don’t go as expected.  

Let’s hit the charts. 

http://www.gregschnell.com/
https://mcusercontent.com/0d29cf83b737cac9573670d07/files/69b6a116-0847-4bbe-9392-9521980ad76c/Ganymede_Update_202012.pdf
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@SSIH – OUCH! 

The Schnell Strength Index dropped 14 points to 60.2%. That is a meaningful drop from last week! It took a significant effort to 

bounce higher last week when we were losing participation for weeks. When it reversed up in such a stellar fashion, I mentioned I 

need to be cautious, as these all-clear signals have been closer to meaningful market tops in the short term. It would appear that 

this moment is confirming again. This reversal looks like a failed breakout on breadth to me. It also says from the giant uptrend 

since November, there are a considerable number of charts flattening out as they roll over from up to down. If the little pullback we 

had this week can 

plummet them 

this hard, it 

definitely adds 

caution.  

I post a 

preliminary SSIH 

reading in daily 

setups from 

Thursdays 

close/Friday’s 

open on Thursday 

night or Friday 

morning. It 

doesn’t bounce a 

lot, but weekend 

closes matter. 

This will allow you 

to position before 

weekends.  

http://www.gregschnell.com/
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SSIH, MY FASTER AND FASTEST INDICATORS 

The chart shows the SSIH 

in the top panel. All three 

panels rolled over! I have 

named the two other 

indicators SSIF and SSIQ 

for a simple reference in 

discussion.  

All three indexes are 

below 75, two of three 

are below 50 and the SSIH 

is making lower lows. All 

sell signals to me.  

The soaring volume on the 

Nasdaq chart below tells a 

story of either 

impassioned enthusiasm 

or large funds liquidating.  

I reduced the number of 

positions I own on this 

change. For me, being 

defensive is important 

here with the euphoria on 

the charts below. 

http://www.gregschnell.com/
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S&P 500 EARNINGS 

As we head into earnings, does this chart mean anything? A chart can immediately point to a market out of touch with reality and 

we have seen this movie before at previous tops. It’s easy to point to 1999 and suggest it could have another year of this wealth 

generation due to low interest rates and the ‘There is no alternative – TINA’ approach. $SPX GAAP Earnings. While I agree with that, 

each time the market rolls over at an extreme like the one we are in, we don’t know if it will be the last in a long while. For all the 

portfolios that managed to bounce back in 2020, will one manager take the good fortune to reduce positions as ‘they were right to 

stay long’? The market is priced a little over 2.5 x the black and slightly less than a double on the red line. I fear the manager that 

says “no big deal” remembering they will be right until it does ‘right size’. What is the strategy for a timely exit? 

 

http://www.gregschnell.com/
https://stockcharts.com/h-sc/ui?s=%21GAAPSPX15&p=Q&yr=50&mn=6&dy=0&id=p18743765107&a=663312181&listNum=275
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SPAC – LEGALIZED THEFT OR LEGIT INVESTMENT?  

For those of us who remember the late 1990’s, where companies with an idea could raise millions on an internet idea based on 

eyeball estimates, we now have SPAC investments. 20 years later, we sell dreams to a new round of novice investors. Give us your 

money, and we’ll invest it in a good idea. If you are well connected in the Hedge Fund world, and know all the names behind these, 

you might be able to find a real one. But seriously, how many companies can be this undiscovered only to rush to go public day after 

day with remarkable valuations? Are we just getting started? I think the volume on the Nasdaq for the first two weeks of January is 

when UBER would kick in surge pricing at 10X. Perhaps we’ll wait a bit and see if things have normalized in March and April. 

 

http://www.gregschnell.com/
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$SPX PERFORMANCE 

The $SPX is losing momentum. $SPX PERFORMANCE.  The PPO is slowing down, send a sell signal by crossing below the daily signal 

line, as price is in the top corner. The SSIH indicator is in the lower panel. I have the red line drawn at the current level of 60. The 

volume in the index is average, nothing spectacular. A few charts down, you will see the Nasdaq Composite with small caps etc. 

 

http://www.gregschnell.com/
https://stockcharts.com/h-sc/ui?s=%24SPX&p=D&st=2019-09-22&id=p77531888747&listNum=88&a=874376090
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$SPX – 100 YEARS WEEKLY 

According to the weekly indicator in the lower panel, we are at one of the highest momentum levels in 100 years. Many of the 

exuberant markets rolled over as this level. This is the highest level in 20 years. In the last 80 years, almost all the thrusts rolled 

over near this level. While this level of enthusiasm can mark an intermediate high or a final high, this is not the place to start 

looking for multi-year investments. I would suggest waiting for a swing low as this is the second thrust at a high level, with a failed 

breadth breakout in the SSIH. September was the first and now we are even higher. Notice the lower highs on the top indicator. 

 

http://www.gregschnell.com/
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FIVE DAY TOTAL – NET NEW HIGHS 

3 vertical lines in the last 25 years are around the indicator at the 3900 level. Stocks can be mania’s, so this chart isn’t a science to 

pick the right date and time to stop. We need to be aware of the euphoric level we are at. How punch-drunk can the crowd get? 

Peak enthusiasm? There is no limit, but my data are slipping. $USHL5 

 

http://www.gregschnell.com/
https://stockcharts.com/h-sc/ui?s=%24USHL5&p=D&st=1993-01-01&id=p77349057659&listNum=88&a=874376071
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$COMPQ – NASDAQ COMPOSITE VOLUME 

The Nasdaq is where a lot of new growth stocks come to market. It is also associated with new tech and biotech. $COMPQ Volume. 

In the plummeting markets of March, the volume was around 4.5 – 5 Billion shares/ day. That level was a super-surge above the 

previous years. In January 2021, the average is 7 billion! December had some crazy volume days too. The June, Sept, and December 

18th spikes are the quadruple options expiration dates which typically have high volume. Should we be surprised if professional 

managers are 

selling to the 

retail investors 

here based on 

the first chart in 

the newsletter 

showing the 

exceptional P/E 

level of the 

market? We’ll 

also be aware 

that with all that 

high volume, 

stocks have not 

pushed higher. 

Call that ‘churn’. 

The market 

moves stocks to 

new investors 

who are 

confident but 

unaware.  

http://www.gregschnell.com/
https://stockcharts.com/h-sc/ui?s=$COMPQ&p=D&st=2020-02-01&id=p48431738318&a=874376094&listNum=88
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NASDAQ COMPOSITE WEEKLY 

On the monthly conference call, I mentioned the divergence on the PPO that is a concern. The divergence is not as significant on the 

Composite, but for the $NDX (The top 100 stocks), it is more noticeable. The massive volume columns while price stalls is a glaring 

warning of something odd. Add in the declining SSIH data and it makes it really apparent that something is changing.  $COMPQ 

weekly. I really like that the SSIH is calculated differently from the advance/decline data or net new highs. 

 

http://www.gregschnell.com/
https://stockcharts.com/h-sc/ui?s=%24COMPQ&p=W&st=2017-04-16&id=p64866808100&listNum=262&a=875068632
https://stockcharts.com/h-sc/ui?s=%24COMPQ&p=W&st=2017-04-16&id=p64866808100&listNum=262&a=875068632
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$COMPQ – THE 35-YEAR VIEW 

The Nasdaq Composite on a long-time frame. 35 years $COMPQ. Does the January volume look exceptional? The PPO for the 

Composite is equally historic like the $SPX PPO. Currently lower than the September high on the PPO, we don’t have a sell signal yet 

on this euphoric chart. We do have a sell signal on the $NDX PPO this week. Are we headed to the 2000 mania? Based on the day-

traders, we are already there. Real Story: Two brothers, one in high school and one in university, are asking to get more information 

on day-trading and their father has a large portfolio of blue-chip investing through a portfolio manager. That is a good signal for 

looking around.  

 

http://www.gregschnell.com/
https://stockcharts.com/h-sc/ui?s=%24COMPQ&p=W&st=1985-09-12&id=p98493028913&listNum=262&a=875073429
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$NDX – WHATS HAPPENING WITH LARGE CAPS?  

The Nasdaq composite holds a lot of micro caps, whereas the $NDX holds the top 100 stocks. Apple, Microsoft, etc. Let’s not forget 

Tesla, the remarkably stretched valuation that moved up another 100% on news it was being added to the S&P 500. The PPO is 

crossing the signal line this week, giving us the first PPO sell signal since September. The PPO was at 6 for the $COMPQ, and 4 for 

the $SPX. The $NDX was at 8 in September which is massive! The relative strength in purple is starting to crack the uptrend which 

can also be 

confirming 

of a market 

trend 

change. The 

divergence 

on the PPO 

complete 

with a sell 

signal, the 

weird 

volume on 

the 

$COMPQ, 

and the 

dropping 

SSIH, plants 

a string of 

caution 

flags.  

 

http://www.gregschnell.com/
https://stockcharts.com/h-sc/ui?s=%24NDX&p=W&st=2017-04-16&en=2021-01-16&id=p53319248418&listNum=262&a=875077371
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MONTHLY CONFERENCE CALL LINK 

Dwight and I hosted the monthly conference call on January 3, 2021. Click on the link for an hour of ideas. I highlighted some of the 

glaring similarities to the 2000 and 2007 market tops. While the market continues to run, it is important to remember how frothy 

everything is. It may continue to run to March, to July, or to December! That’s why we watch every week for a change in charts.  

 

http://www.gregschnell.com/
https://www.gregschnell.com/january-3-2021-m…-conference-call/
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$NDX – 60 MINUTE CHART 

The Nasdaq 100 sits right on the trend line. $NDX – 60 Minute Will it bounce one more time? We have earnings coming so it is hard to 

be bearish, but the market is priced for perfection. Friday was options expiration day which can also mark a trend change, like the 

March low. The PPO is breaking this November-rally trend line. The market fell from the Monday morning high point. 

 

http://www.gregschnell.com/
https://stockcharts.com/h-sc/ui?s=$NDX&p=60&yr=0&mn=3&dy=20&id=p42632866687&a=874376264&listNum=88
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$BPNDX = LAST WEEKS CHART 

LAST WEEK →The breadth indicators across the board were bullish. Advance/decline, net new highs, bullish percent indexes, stocks 

above the 200-day moving average, Schnell strength indicators switching to improving momentum, and number of stocks with big 

moves were all fantastic. This is one example. The bullish percent reading (middle) jumped up to 81% which doesn’t happen very 

often, but this repeated push up to this level in 2019 and 2020 is indicative of the underlying strength in the market.   $BPNDX 

 

http://www.gregschnell.com/
https://stockcharts.com/h-sc/ui?s=%24BPNDX&p=W&st=2001-09-24&id=p69100380628&listNum=75&a=869868696
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$BPNDX – THIS WEEK 

The chart flipped radically this week. After pushing up 3% last week, this week 10 stocks dropped to a sell signal forcing this Bullish 

percent index down 10%! I explained how a stock moves from a buy signal to a sell signal on the video. The Nasdaq 100 was down 

2.3% on the week, but to see so many stocks move to a sell signal quickly is a big surprise. In the zoom box you can see the same 

sort of move happened in October. The difference is the negative divergence on the PPO on the weekly chart above.  

 

http://www.gregschnell.com/
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$SOX – SEMI-CONDUCTORS 

The Semi-conductor index is also soaring to a stretched level. The last time the PPO was pointed up at this 9% level was late 1999. 

Are we heading into the late 1990’s with multiple extremes? The RSI in the top panel is also near an extreme.  $SOX.  

 
 

http://www.gregschnell.com/
https://stockcharts.com/h-sc/ui?s=%24SOX&p=W&yr=25&mn=11&dy=0&id=p12907936673&listNum=262&a=874900970
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SLX – THE STEEL COMPANIES ETF 

The steel chart shows momentum at the highest levels since the start. From semiconductors to steel, we are at extremes looking at 

the PPO. SLX This chart broke out last week and immediately reversed this week. We need to watch very closely this week to see if 

we can continue to rally around the world or do we start to breakdown and this is a false breakout? 

 

http://www.gregschnell.com/
https://stockcharts.com/h-sc/ui?s=SLX&p=W&yr=15&mn=2&dy=0&id=p37242806765&listNum=88&a=874376230
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MARKET SUMMARY 

The Energy stocks continued to surge this week. I expect crude oil to stall at resistance this week, especially with the rising US 

Dollar. Retail had another banner week as this is a bullish period for retail stocks. Semiconductors performed ok, but technology, 

semiconductors and discretionary were some of the weaker parts of the indexes. Canada was mostly negative, but marijuana 

(Healthcare) had an outstanding week. More ideas on the video.  

    

http://www.gregschnell.com/
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GLOBAL VIEW 

Here is the global view on the left. The leadership countries were all from Asia, and the Nasdaq was one of the weaker exchanges in 

the world. Agriculture has been a great performer this year as sugar, soybeans, corn, wheat are all pushing higher. The industrial 

metals last week might struggle up against resistance. That is still in play. Oil was flat, as gold and silver miners melted. Be careful 

out there in my opinion. Something is very odd. 

                  

http://www.gregschnell.com/
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VIDEO OF THE WEEK   

The January monthly conference call link is here. January Conference Call –  

Here is the link to the chart list. Weekly Charts 

Here is a link to this week’s video. Looks Like Exhaustion. 

 

 

 Disclaimer: 

 

Greg Schnell is an independent analyst and does 

not invest for clients. Greg Schnell does not 

collaborate to create a positive/negative market 

bias, nor is he paid to promote any particular 

stock or perspective. These charts and 

descriptions are not an instruction to buy or sell. 

You as a reader, are solely responsible for every 

investing decision you make. Greg Schnell and any 

of his companies or relationships with other 

companies, are not responsible for trades. The 

ideas presented here are opinion. Trading and 

investing involves risk to you and is solely yours.  

 

Good trading, 

Greg Schnell, CMT, MFTA. 

http://www.gregschnell.com/
https://www.gregschnell.com/january-3-2021-m…-conference-call/
https://stockcharts.com/articles/sharedcharts.php?cc=1088015
https://www.gregschnell.com/looks-like-exhaustion/
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BIOGRAPHY GREG SCHNELL, CMT, MFTA. 

Greg Schnell, CMT, is the chief technical strategist at gregschnell.com specializing in intermarket and commodities analysis. Greg’s 

work has been regular reading on the world-leading StockCharts.com platform for thousands of investors. Hedge funds, RIA’s, 

portfolio managers, technicians and private investors consider the charts Greg displays. Greg Schnell is valued for his timely, in-

depth, unique analysis that generates a valued perspective. Greg has won multiple awards as the Top Independent Analyst of the 

Year in Canada.  

 

 

 

                   

 

 

 

 

 

Based in Calgary, Canada, he is a past board member of the Canadian Society of Technical Analysts (CSTA) and past chairman of the 

CSTA Calgary chapter. As an active member of CMT Association, Greg speaks throughout North America on technical analysis. Greg is 

the co-author of Stock Charts for Dummies. 

 

http://www.gregschnell.com/
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